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for the first time in the series, kirby's attacks have a much larger variety, with moves to
make mario moves possible, and aerials from his super star appearance. here, kirby can
attack with his hammer's 3 different faces, each with their own special attack. kirby also
has a special in-game attack that has him hold up the enemy and then perform a huge

hammer swing. this attack will deal more damage if the player pressed the button during
the swing. a new level, based on the yoshi stage from the first kirby super star game. the
stage is in the northern mountains. it is similar to the forest stage from the first game and
has a similar structure. the bottom is connected to a red, green and blue torched swamp
which is at the bottom of the stage. the torched swamp is the starting point for the stage.

there is a single giant boulder that opens up to a hallway that leads to the end of the
stage. there is a path that leads to the top of the mountain where you get the enerbeam.

to the right there are 3 lava pools, 1 for each color of the torched swamp. the first time you
play kirby's adventure on a nintendo system is when you've watched the epic intro to this
game. kirby and his friends will jump into the screen. the background will change to the
jungle. kirby's and friends will show up. once they've shown, a giant mushroom will show
up. it's a giant mushroom. it's a mushroom. aww shucks, not again. it's kirby's adventure,
of course, and he's enjoying it! the music will start. the music will continue. the music will
stop. the intro is over! a bit of a remake of the first game. the intro is still the same. the

setting is slightly different. it's in the jungle, instead of in the mountains. a giant mushroom
still appears. after the music stops, kirby will say "let's get started, folks!" the music will

start. the music will continue. the music will stop. the intro is over!
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